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Clarifications on corporate  
financing provided to a company 
shortly before its insolvency 

 
On 29 January 2020, the Supreme Court of RF adopted an Over
view of court practice in the area of corporate financing. The 
overview sets out the consequences for shareholders of legal 
entities as well as for other controlling and affiliated parties that 
provide financing to their company during a financial crisis. This 
financing can take place not only in the form of a loan agreement 
but through other contractual structures (lease, contract for work, 
sale and purchase).

The Overview provides a significant number of explanations, 
which will be useful in contractual and court work. We recom
mend it for study by company directors and employees of legal 
departments, who should inform themselves primarily about the 
following topics: 

 ■ bankruptcy of legal entities; 

 ■ financing in a financial crisis;

 ■ ranking of claims during insolvency; 

 ■ controlling (affiliated) entities. 

Of particular relevance in the Overview is the recording of claims 
of entities that control or are affiliated with the debtor. The view 
expressed there can be summarised as follows. The financing of 
the debtor by a controlling (affiliated) entity in a period of financial 
crisis means in future that the resulting recourse claims (for the 
repayment of funds) will only be satisfied after the claims of other 
insolvency creditors and creditors with current claims. A control
ling (affiliated) entity should bear greater risk caused by possible 
insolvency of the debtor. Claims related to the corporate financing 
are therefore only to be satisfied after all claims of other insol
vency creditors of the debtor have been settled in full.

This shall be illustrated by several examples: 

 ■ Provision of a loan by a controlling (affiliated) entity to a troubled 
company (debtor) constitutes a type of corporate financing. 
Claims arising as a result are not to be included in the third 
rank of the register of creditors’ claims.

 ■ Settlement of a thirdparty claim against the company (debtor) 
by a shareholder or a controlling (affiliated) entity is considered 
corporate financing through the release of the initial debtor 
(company) from its obligations towards the third party. In this 
case the controlling (affiliated) entity‘s recourse claim cannot 
be included in the third rank of the register of creditors’ claims. 

 ■ The status of a claim as a corporate financing cannot be re
classified in the event this claim is transferred to a formally in
dependent third party. The third party‘s claim is also satisfied 
only after the claim of the debtor‘s other creditors.

The Supreme Court has also provided explanations on the distri
bution of the burden of proof, and other issues relating to the 
examination of claims by controlling (affiliated) entities. We would 
be pleased to answer any questions you may have on this topic.
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